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Abstract

load demand can severely deteriorate the performance of a power

Building new generation and transmission facilities are not easy due to

the power system is operating under stressed conditions. The powersystem should be
operated in such a way that the voltage limits and thcrmallimits ofequipments are not
violated. In addition, the possibilities of voltage collapse and voItagestability
problems must be considered.

Reactive power planning is an important aspect of power system planning and
operation when a power system is highly stressed. The most important requirement of
a power system for maintaining desired performance is the existence ofa sufficient

amount of reactive power reserve in the proper location of the power system
Installing devices that supply reactive power (like capacitors, static VAR compensator
etc.) can enable the power system to be operated closer to their Iimitsandthusmakeit
possible to get the 'best' from the existing resources. Optimal Power Flow (OPF) is
used to optimize the power system performance.
This thesis shows the effectiveness of reactive power supply for the performance
enhancement of power systems. The problems considered are related to maintaining
acceptable voltage profile and ensuring adequate voltage stability margin during a

contingency is within an acceptable level. Case studies are presented throughout the
thesis to show the effectiveness of reactive power supply. These techniques are well
known when considering a specific problem individually. However, there remains a
major challenge to determine the best locations and controls for reactive power
discuses to provide maximum benefit to the power system as a while during normal
operalion as well as during contingencies.
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Intmdud;on

I

1.0 Background ofthcRcscarch
Insufficient reactive power supply can result in voltage collapse,which has been one of the
reasons for some major blackouts. For example, the US-Canada Power System Outage Task
Force states in its report that insufficient reactive power was an issue in the August 2003

blackout, and recommended strengthening thc reactive power an dvoltagecontrolpracliceinall
North American Electric Reliability Council Regions [I]

The traditional solution was to install new costly transmission lines to meet the constant
increase in power demand that are often faced with environmental restrictions and economic

infeasibility. Planning of reactive power compensation has changed the way utility industry
handles the increased load and extremely lowYoltages. Local reactive power compensation that
will allow a power system to safely manage a load increase is to allocate shunt reactive
compensation devices at locations throughout a system toprovi de sufficient local reactive power
to system loads. This mitigates reactive power that must be produced by generators and
transferred over the transmission infrastructure. By providing reactive power locally, load
voltages can be regulated; voltage stability can be enhanced; and transmission system can be

thesis presents a conventional optimization algorithm to minimize the fuel cost,

have been researched. These include Non-linear Programming (NLP), Quadratic
(QP), and Linear Programming (LP). Though these techniques have been

1.l0bjcctivcsofthcRcscarch
Reactive power planning is a sub-problem of optimal power now (OPF), which has
objectives of improving the system voltage profile, reducing operation cost, and minimizing the
systcmtransrnissionloss. This is achieved through redistribution of reactive power in the power
system through optimal settings of generator terminal voltages, reactive power outputs, and

output of other compensation devices such as capacitors, static Volt-Ampere Reactive (VAR)
compensator, synchronollscondensersand so on. The objective behindthe present study is to

explorctheimpactofthereactivepowercompensationdeviceso n the system voltage profile and
active power transmission loss by solving each OPF objective. The principle goals of this

I. Review the applications of the optimization techniques in the power system engineering

2. Discuss the constrained optimization methods for power system economic dispatch and
optimal power flow
3. Recognize the negative impacts of the remote transmission of reactive power and how
reactive compensation can mitigate them
4. Describe the general formulation of the OPF and perform case studies that demonstrate
the effectiveness of reactive power supply for the performance enhancement of power

5. Investigate the effect of reactive power compensation on power system voltage stability

1.2 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 focuses on the fundamental concept of reactive power compensation. The
difficulties of remote reactive power transmission are described and illustrated using a 2-Bus
case study. The concept and benefit of shunt reactive power compensation techniques are

Chapter 3 presents the important background of optimization problems, which covers its
definition, classification, conditions and algorithm. The c1assificalion, lheories and features of
general oplimizalion techniques are briefly presented. Case studies discuss and illustrate classic

7-Buspowersystemispresented

Chapter 4 starts with an observation of power system response when ·systems

power compensation on maintaining acceptable voltage profile.

system and a stressed IEEE 39-8us system are employed to illustrate
reactive power compensation on ensuring adequate voltage stabi litymargin

along with suggestions for future work

1=2

Reactive Power Transmission and Compensation

The remote generation and transmission of reactive power from load demand has a strong
negative impact on power system operations. This chapter presentsanoverviewofthechallenges
associated with the transmission of reactive power over a power system network. It will first give
a brief overview of reactive power in power systems in section 2. I. Thederivalionofgenerated,
transmitted and consumed reactive power will be presented in section 2.2 based on an

elementary transmission system model. Section 2.3 will give a fundamental understanding of
shunt reactive power compensation and how it can be used to mitigate the negative effects of
remote reactive power transmission. Section 2.4 concludes thisc hapter

2.1 Reactive Power in Power Systems
It is recognized that the management of reactive power is fundamental to power systems [3]:

"Power" refers to the energy-related quantities flowing in the distribution network.
Instantaneously, power is the product of voltage and current. When vo[tage and current
are not in phase, there are two components which is real or active power that is measured

in Watts. Reactive power. referred to as imaginary number, is measured in VAR. The
combination is complex power or apparent power. The term "power" normally refers to

Reactive power is required to maintain the voltage to deliveractivepower(Watts)
through transmission lines. Motor loads and other loads require reactive power to convert
the now of electrons into useful work. When there is not enough reactive power, the
voltage sages down and it is not possible to push thepowerdemandedbyloadsthrough

•

The Importance of Reactive Power
Reactive power refers to circulating power in the grid that does not do useful work

It results from energy storage elements in the power grid (mainly inductors and
capacitors). It also has a strong effect on system voltages. Besides that, it must have
balance in the grid to prevent voltage problems. Lastly. reactive power levels have an
effect on voltage.

Reactive Power does not travel very far. It is usually necessary to produce it close to
the location where it is needed. A supplier or source close tothe 10cationoftheneedisin
a much better position to provide reactive power versus one that is located far from the

•

Imp[ementation of Reactive Power Control

Reactive power injections regulate and control voitage to a desirednominalvalueat
the !ocation of the injection, Reactive powercontro! effectstend to be localized.

2.2 Power Transmission Using Elementary Models
The need for reactive power compensation ofatransmission line can be seen by taking an

elementary model shown in Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1 ModeloflheSingle Transmission Line
Figure 2.1 shows the simplified model of a power transmission system. Two buses are
connected by a transmission line which is assumed lossless and represented by the reactance X

EsLoand VrLO represent the sending end and receiving end voltageswithvoltagephaseangleo
between the two. Pr and Qr represent the active power and reactive power at the load bus. The
current in the transmission line is given by [2]'

1= Escosli+jEssinli-V,
jX

(2.1)

The apparent power at the receiving end can be calculated as

(2.2)
The active power and reactivepoweratthe load bus are given by'

(2.3)

(2.4)
Equations (2.1) through (2.4) indicate that the current now, as well as the active and reactive
powercanberegulatedbycontrollingthevoltagemagnitudes,phase angles and line impedance
of the transmission system. From Equations (2.3) and (2.4), Pr and P, have the same expression

under the assumption of the lossless transmission line; the active power now will reach the
maximum when the phase angleD is90o. In practice, a small angle, usually kept be]ow45°, is
used to keep the system stable from the transient and dynamicoscillations[14].Forsmaliangles,
llsecos8=:1·QrandQscanbeexpressedas·

(2.5)
Equation (2.5) states that reactive power transmission depends mainly on voltage magnitudes
and nows from the highest voltage to the lowest voltage. Qand Vare closely coupled. To better
understand how the voltage has an impact on the reactive power,QsandQrcan be calculated
llsingEqu8tions for an angle of 30°. A substantial voltage gradient of 10% is between the two
ends. E,can be 1.00 p.u. and Vr can be 0.9 p.u

Q,=E}-E;v,.COS8=~,

Qr=Vr(\-Vr)=_~

(2.6)

The amount of reactive power goes into the transmission line; none of it comes out from the line

at the receiving end. The negative value oftheQr means thatthet ransmissionlinedemal1ds~
from the load end.The transmission line becomes a drain on the transmission system. The
reactive loss through the transmission line is the sum of the reactive power going into the line,

7P'U"

Similar to the minimization of real power loss, reactive po'wer IeISS sh()uld also be

minimized for the sake of economic consideration. The reactive power loss is given by

Q,oss = I'X = T,T'x = (~!QW~jQ)x = p' ;,Q' X
voltagehigh,The following two case studies are analyzed in PowerWoridSimulator

2.2.1 Case Study of Reactive Power Transmission

MW+j404 MVAr), It is assumed that the voltage at the generator bus is
degrees phase angle

~.

.~

Figure 2.2 One Line Diagram oflhe 2-Bus Power System

Table 2.1 AClive Power Transfervs. Receiving End Voltage
k

power(MW)reactivepower(MVAR)Vr(p.u.)

o

0

1.23

123
246

40.4.
80.8

1.22
1.2

369

121.2

1.19

161.6

1.17

615
738

202
242.4

1.15
1.13

861

492

282.8

1.1

984

323.2

1.07

1107
1230

363.6
404

1.04
0.99

500

1000

loadPower(MW)

Figure 2.3 TheReceivingEndValtagevs./he Transferred Power
With a slow increase in thesystemdemand,a voltage characteristic at the ioad bus looks
like the graph in Figure 2.3. PowerWorld Simulation [15] results demonstrate that as load

increases, the load voltage drops.

Figure 2.4 Reactive Consllmption

VS.

Real Power Transmission

ASlhe load gradually increases, the reactive power absorbed bylransmissionline(lheblackline)
and reactive power generated by the generator (the grey line)aredemonslrated in Figure2.4.lt
indicates that the reactive power generated by the generatorcannol supply the reactive power
COil sumcd

by the transmission line. This shortage of reactive powersupplyisgettingmoresevere

as more load demand is required. The remote supply and transmission of reactive power from the
gcncrator to the load is difficult; the load voltage cannot be kept close to the nominal voltage
1.00 p.u.. At the pre-set maximum power transfer of 1230 MW, the generator can only supply
halfofthe reactive power consumed by the transmission line. The reactive power absorbed by
the transmission line starts to increase rapidly as the voltage at the load bus begins to drop.
Figure 2.4 also reveals that if the reactive power support reaches the limit, the system will
approach the maximum loading point or voltage collapse point. Thus, theincreasedloaddemand
eventually leads to a shortage of reactive power and declined voltage. This phenomenon can also
be seen from the plot oflhe voltage at the load end versus the power transferred. The plots in
Figure 2.3 are referred to as the PV curve, which will be introduced inthe later of the thesis.

The reason that the load bus voltage level decreases as load demand increases is that the
transmission reactance has its own reactive power requirement for carrying load power demand.
This reactive requirement comes in the formof/ 2 X losses, which depressessystemvoltages.ln
order to enhance the dropped voltage magnitude at the load whilethesystem is still able to meet
the load demand,theshortageofreactivepowerneedsto becompensated.
Local reactive power compensation is a convenient and common method to control reactive
power flow to meet the desired load voltage level. Most compensation devices come in the form
of switching inductor or capacitor banks that are installed in parallel to various load centers
throughout a power system. Their purpose is to supply or absorb reactive power to loads such
that the generation and transmission systems are unburdened by load reactive power demand.
While there are many forms of reactive power compensation devices such as shunt capacitors,
synchronous generators, synchronous condensers or static reactivepowergeneratorswithrespect
to loads, this thesis will focus strictly on capacitors and static YAR capacitors (SYC). The

effectiveness of reactive power compensation on voltage variation is investigated in the
following case study.

2.3 Shunt Compensation for Reactive Power Flow Control
Reactive power compensation is the common practice to stabilize and support the voltage in
power systems and its provision was transitionally considered to be part of the duties of the
system dispatching active power. The thesis proposes the provision of reactive power by the load
that enables them to inject reactive current to support the voltage locally. As shown in the
previous section, reactive power transmission has a negative impact on many aspecls of power
system operations. Withoutthepropercontrolofreactivepower,apowersystemcanbeforced

the control of reactive power must satisfy to achieve reliable and

operalionare[16]:

•

Reactive power flow is minimized to reduce both active and
transmission systems. This will ensure existing transmission ,"lraS1Iruc!ur'e is lillilzed
moreemciently

power flow to meet the mentioned objectives. Voltage and reactive

2.3.1 Case Study of Shunt Compensation

the load voltage fixed at 1.00 p.u.; synchronous machines are indicated

demanded at the load while meeting the load demand and ensuring

Figure2.6ReaclivePowerCompensalionvs.PowerTransfer
Theplol indicates initially no reactive power injection at the fullload.Tostabilizetheconstant
loadvoltage,reactivepowerinjectioniscorrespondillglyrequired to support the increased power
transfer in the system. The maximum 3444 MW can be carried by the system when the extra
4022 MVAr reactive power is locally demanded. Further, the 2890.8 MVAr reactive power

produced by the generator is injected into the system to ease the transmission linercquirel11enlS
for transport of the required active power as well as to reduce the generator's reactive power
outpuL The effect of this local injection of reactive power keeps load bus voltage constant as
1.00 p.u. and the increased active load demand can be met without any dramasticchanges in
currentgeneralOrandlineconfigurations.Thus,reactivecompensation has a direct economic and
voltage stability benefit to a transmission system. Additionally, the first extra Qc support the
system to carry the extra 50% active power; the second extra 500 MVAr only enables the system
to transfer 30% more active power. The reactive power injection does not linearly scale in
proportion to active power transfer

~

/

/'

./

------

Figure 2.6 Power Transjervs. Power Angle
Theobserv3tionshowsthalthctransmittcdpowercanbesignificanllyincreased,lhepeak

point shifts from 20° to 90°. and the maximum power transfer occurs at 90° of power angle,
Both derivation and numerical cases revealed the fact that reactive power is difficult to transmit
across large power angles even with substantial voltage magnitude gradients. High angles are

duc
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long lines and high real power transfer

The main purpose of reactive power support is to increase system active powerlransfer
capability, while at the same time maintaining a certain desired voltage profile if it is assumed
that only power transfer capability and voltage stabilityareaconcem.However,thesourcesof
reactive power compensation are diverse. Shunt'capacitors are the simplest and most widely used
form of reactive power compensation due to the low implementation and equipment cost; it is
considered to be an emcient method

to

guarantee the performanceofover1oadedpowersystems.

2.4 Summary
The chapter has discussed the basic foundations on the difficulties of reaClive power
transmission. The study presented showed that transmitting reactive power through transmission
IinesaffeC1S power system performance. It is necessary to produce it close to the location where

it is needed. It was also shown that system bus voltages through a system are negatively

impacted by remole reactive power transmission. A simple 2-Bus power system was used to
illustrate the concepts regarding reactive power.
An etTective and highly used approach to increase the efficiency of a power system was
described. The use of local reactive power compensation devices that can greatly increase the

ability of a power system to meet a wide variety of load demands while ensuring the system
works within a specified voltage profile. This is an anractiveoption to power system planners as
the costs associated with it are significantly lower than install ing new transmission or generation
systems to satisfy the increasing power demand

Chapter 3
Application of Optimization Methods in Power Systems

Optimization is the process of determining the best results or methods from a set of

alternatives under certain given circumstances. It has been wildl yapplied to the engineering field
to define economical reliable, secure, efficient systems as well asto devise plans and procedures
to improve the operation of the existing systems. For example, the real and reactive power
provided by the generators can be adjusted within certain limits to meet the desired load demand
with minimum fuel cost. This is also known as Optimal Power Flow (OPF). It can be achieved
byminimizingtheobjectivefunction.whichthetotalfuelcoSlof the generating units, subject to
the constraints that the sum of the powers generated must equal 10 the sum of the transmission
loss and the power consumed by the load. Economic dispatch is a special case of OPF, which
neglecls the transmission limits.
Thischapterdefinestheconceplofengineeringoptimizalionproblemsandsomeassociated
applications. Section 3.1 presents a general review of optimization methods. SectionJ.2 focuses

on the economic dispatch. It starts with introducing the theory ofeconomicdispatch and typical
economic dispatch problems. The economic dispatch of generation for minimization of the total
operating cost neglecting and including transmission lossispresented and discussed. Section 3.3
gives a fundamental understanding of OPF problems. The formulation and conventional
algorithms of OPF are introduced. OPF problems for minimizing the fuel cost and minimizing
the transmission loss are demonstrated through the 7-Bus Power System. A conclusion of this
chapter is given in section 3.4

3.1 Optimization Formulation of Problems
3.1.1 Statement of an Optimization Problem
Optimization is defined as the process of finding the conditions that give the maximum or
minimum value of a function. In the simplesl cases, optimization means solving problems in
which one seeks to minimize or maximize an objective function by systematically choosing the
values of variables within certain conslraints [27-29]. Malhematical programming techniques are
useful in finding the maximum or minimum ofa function of several variables under a prescribed
set of constraints. An optimization or a mathematical programming problem can be stated as

X=[~JWhiChoPtimiZef(X)

(3.1)

Subject to the constraints

9j(X)SO,j=1,2,

,m

(3.2)

h k (x)=O,k=1,2,

,p

(3.3)

XiQX$Xi$xjin,i=1,2, .... n

(3.4)

xisan n-dimensional vector called the design vector.
f(x)istermedtheobjectivefunction

9j(X) andhk(x) are known as inequality and equality constraints.
xl"axandxl"in are an upper and lower bound.

The number ofvariablesn and the numberofconstraintsmandJorpneed not be related in any
way. The problem stated in Equation (3.1) is called a constrained optimization problem. Some
optimization problems that do not involve any constraints are called unconstrained optimization
problems

3.1.1.1 VcsignYcclor
Any engineering system or component is defined by a set of quantities some of which are
viewed as variables during the design process. Certain quantities are usually fixed at the outset
and these are called pre-assigned parameters. All the other quant itiesare treated as variables in
thedesignprocessandarecalleddesignordecisionvariablesxt . The design variables are
collectivelyrepresentedasadesignvectorx[27].Thegoalistofindthexvaluethatsatisfies

some criterion. If there are several values ofx that satisfy the criterion,thenxl,X2, ,xnareused
10

distinguish them [28].

3.1.1.2 Vesign Constrainls
In many practical problems, the design variables cannot be chosen arbitrarily. They have
to satisfy certain specified requirements. The restrictions that must be satisfied to produce an

acceptable design are collectively called design constraints [27]. lnapowersystem,constraints
that represent limitations on the behavior or performance oflhe system are termed behavior or
functional constraints. Optimization problems applied in power operation systems will be
illustrated in the optimal power now problems

3.J.l.30bjectiveFunction
The conventional design procedures aim at finding an acceptable or adequ8te design which
satisfies the requirements of the problems. The purpose ofoptimizationistochoosethebestone
of the many acceptable designs available. Thus a critcrion has to be chosen for comparing the
difTerent alternative acceptable designs and for selecting the bestone. The criterion with respect
tQwhichthedesignisoptimized,whenexpressedasafunctionofthedesignvariables,isknown
as the objective function. The choice of the objective function is governed by the nature of
problem [27,29]

3.1.2 Classification of Optimization Problems
Optimization problems can be classified in several ways based on different criterion, such
astheexistenceofconstraints,thenatureofthedesignvariables,thephysicalstructureofthe
problem, the nature of the equations involved, the permissible values of the design valuables and
so on.

From the computational point of view, the classification based on the nature of the

equations involved is extremely useful, since there are many specific methods available for the
efficient solution ofa particular class of problems [27]. Classification of optimization problems
is based on the nature of expressions for the objective functions and constraints. According to

this classification, optimization problems can be classified as linear, nonlinear, and quadratic
programming problems [28)

If the objective function and all the constraints are Iinearfunci ions of the design variables, the
mathematical programming problem is called a linear programming (LP) problem. A linear
program isoftenstatcd in the following standard form·

x=

J:'

Xl]
[

which optimize {(x) = Lf=ICiXi

(3.5)

(3.6)

Subject

Xi ~O.i = 1.2..... n

(3.7)

Whereci,GIj,andbjareconstants

-

Quadratic

A Quadratic programming problem is a nonlinear programming problem with a quadratic
objective function and linear constraints. It is usually formulated as follows:

x=

[~:l

which optimize {(x) =

C

+ Lf=l qixi + Li':, LI=1 Q'jX,Xj

Xi ~ O.i = 1.2..... n
Wherec, qj,Qij,aij and bjareconstants.

(3.8)

(3.9)

Subject

(3.10)

Ifanyofthe functions among the objective and constraint funct ions is nonlinear, the problem is
called a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. This is the most general programming problem
and all other problems can be considered as special cases of the

LPproblem

3.I.3ApplicationofOptimization in Power Systems
This section briefly summaries the application of optimization techniques in the power

•

Linear and quadratic programming methods are used to solve power systems
problems with regards to optimal power now, load now, reactive power
planning and active and reactive power dispatch [20,39].

•

Nonlinear programming method has been applied to various areas of power
system for optimal power now, security constrained optimal power now and
hydrolhermal scheduling [19, 51, 52]

•

Integer and Mixed-Integer Programming method is employed to solve power
system problems with regards to optimal reactive power planning, power
system planning, unit commitment, and generation scheduling [5 2]

•

Dynamic Programming method has been applied to various areas of power
systems such as reactive power control, transmission planning and unit
commitment [52].

3.2 Optimal Dispatch of Generation
Usually the generating stations are located hundreds of kilometers away from load centers
and their fuel cost is differenL Also, under normal operalingcon ditions, the generation capacity
is more than the total load demand and loss. Thus, there are many options for scheduling and
planning generation [18]. Economical Dispatch (ED) is the most common and simple way to
optimize generation of the electricity without considering the voltage deviation and lransmission

3.2.1 Opera ling Cost of aTher mal Plant
The majority of generators in powersystemsareofthreetypes-nuclear, hydro,and fossil
(coal, oil, and gases). Nuclear plants tend to be operated at constant output levels and hydro
plants have essentially no variable operating cost. Thus, the com ponents of cost that fall under
the category of dispatching procedures are the cost of the fuel bu rnt in the fossil ptants [19]. The
factors inl1ucncingpower generation at minimum cost are operating efficiencies of generators,

fuel cost, and transmission loss. The most efficient generator in the system does not guarantee
minimum cost as it may be located in an area where fuel cost is high. Also, if the plant is located

far from the load center, transmission loss may be considerably higher, which causes the plant to
operate in an uneconomic fashion. Therefore, the problem is to determine the generation of

difTerent plants, such that the tota! operating cost is minimized. Various situations are discussed
to illustrate how the operating cost plays an important role intheeconomicscheduling.
In all practice cases, the fuel costofgeneratorith fossil plantean be expressed in a quadratic
function form of real power generation [18,20,24].

(3.11)

a,bandcare cost coefficients, and i is the total numberofgenerati ngunits

3.2.2 Economic Dispatch Neglecting loss and

o Generator Limits

The simplest economic dispatch problem is the case when transmission line loss is
neglected. The model in Figure 3.1 assumes that the system has only one bus and all generation

c

U
P,j

:
P,l

:
P~

PD

Figllre3.IPlonlsConnecledlooColl1l11onBlIs(lokenjroll1[22})
Since transmission loss is neglected, the total demand PD is the sum of all generation. A cost
function e,is assumed to be known for each plant. The problem is to find the real power
generation for each plant such that the total production cost is minimized. The minimum total
produclioncost is defined by the objective function [20]

Subject to the constraint

C,istotalproductioncost.

C;is the production cost ofith plant
Pjisthe generationofith plant

tJgis the total number of dispatch able generating plants.

Atypical approach is to augment the constraints into objective function by using the Lagrange
multipliers

£ = C,

+ A(PD - L~:, P;)

(3.14)

The minimum of this unconstrained function is found at the point where the partials of the

!f;;=o

(3.15)

(3.16)

The firsl condilion given by Equation (3.15), results in

~=A(O-l)

Therefore, the condition for optimum dispatch is

~=Ai=l, ... ,ng

(3.17)

The second condition given by Equalion (3.16), results in
(3.18)
Equation (3.18) is the equality constraint that was to be imposed. In conclusion, when loss is
neglected with no generator limits, for most economic operations, all plants must operate at equal

incremental production cost while satisfying the equality constraint given by Equation (3.18).

3.2.2.1 Economic Dispatch Case Study I
Forlhe 7-Bus Power System, the fuel cost for each plant in B7FLAT power system [15]:

C, =76 1.94+2.04*(7.62*P, +0.001 3*P,')

C,=83 1.84+2.061 *(7.52*P,+0.00136*P,')
C3 =530.03+2.093*(7.84*P3 +O.OOI34*P3 ')
C.=831.92+2.139*(7.57*P.+0.0013 I *p.')
Cs =500.08+2.574*(7.77*Ps +0.00194*Ps ')
According to Equation (3.17), the minimum 10181 operation cost 0ccurwhen

Incremental production cost for each plant

15.5448+0.005304P,='\
15.49872+0.00560592P,='\
16.409 I 2+0.00560924P3 =,\
16. 19223+0.005604 18P.=,\
19.99998+0.009987 I 2Ps='\

P

0.0053
0
1
o1 0.0056

f

0
01

0
01

0
0I

o

0

0.0056

0

0

o

0

0

0.0056

0

o

0

0

0

°I P,P,'1 _r-15.5448
P P: -16.1922
I

1

-16.4091

1

0.011

P, =337.1492(MW)

765.61
-15.4987

I

-A

-20.0000

P2~327.2111(MW)

P,=164.7138(MW)
P.=203.5640(MW)
Ps =·267.0380(MW)
A=17.3330(S/MWhr)
The power output of any generator should not exceed its rating nor should itbe below that which
is necessary for stable boiler operation. Thecalculalcd negat ivepoweroutputorgenerationplant
5 is against the real power generation situation. Thus, the generations are restricted to be within

given minimum and maximum limits

3.2.3 Economic Dispatch Including Loss and Generator Limits
When transmission distances are very small 3nd load density is ve ry high transmission loss

l11aybeneglectedandtheoptil11aldispatchofgencrationisachieved with all plants operating al
equal incremental production cost. However, the common practice for including the effect of

transmission loss is to express the total transmission loss as a quadratic function of the
generation power outputs. The quadratic form can be stated as [20,21,26]

WhereBijislosscoefficientsorB-coeflicients,whichareassumedconstant.
UsingtheLagrangemultiplierandaddingadditionaltermstoincludetheinequalityconstraints,
the equation can be generated

Iftheconstrainlisnotviolated,itsassociatedJ1variableiszeroandthecorrespondingterm
does not exist, which means

J1i(min)

=0 whenPj

>

Pf(mfn);

J1i(max)=O when Pi

< pi(max)·

The

constraint only becomes active when violated. The minimum of this unconstrained function is
found at the point where the partials of the function to itsvariab lesarezero.

#;=0

(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)

alJi:~ax)

= Pj-Pj(max)

=0

(3.24)

The firsl condilion, given by Equalion (3.21),resuits in

Ct=Cl+C2+C,···+Cng

aCt

dC,

ar;=dP;
Therefore, the condition for optimum dispatch is

~+A~=Ai=ll ... ,ng

(3.25)

The term ~ is known as the incremental transmission loss.

The second condilion,given by Equalion(3.22),resuitsin
(3.26)
Equation (3.26) is the equality constraint that was to be imposed . Equation (3.25) is rearranged

(~)~=Ai=l, ...

n9

(3.27)

(3.28)

The elTect oflransmission loss is to introduce a penalty factorL,ofplanli. Equation (3.25)
shows that the minimum cost is obtained when the incremental cost of each plant multiplied by

ilspenaltyfacloristhesameforallplanls

The incremental production cost is given by Equation (3.11), and the incremental
transmission loss is obtained from the loss formula Equalion(3. 19),lVhichyields
(3.29)

Substituting the expression for the incremental productiollcOS tandtheincrementaltransmission
loss in Eqllation (3.25)reslilts in

Extcnding Equ3tion (3.21) to all plants results in the following linear equations in matrix form

(3.32)

To find the optimal dispatch for an estimated value ofA(l), the simultaneous linear equation
given by Equation (3.32) isso)ved.The itcrative process is conti nued using the gradient method.
Todothis,fromEquation(3.31),P,atthekthiteralionisexpressed as

SubstitutingforP, from Equation (3.32) in Equation (3.26) resultsin

(3.35)
Expandinglhe left-hand sideoflhe above equation in Taylor's series about an operating
point(,l)lk),andnegleclingthehigher-ordertermsresultsin

,U(k) = (:;~(k) = E(~;:k)

,llk+1)=,l(k)+<1,llk)

(3.37)

(3.39)

The process is continued untill1p(k)is less than a specified accuracy. Iran approximate loss
formula expressed by
(3.41)
Bij=O,Boo=OandsolutionofthesimultaneousequationgivenbyEquation(3.33)reduceslO

the following simple expression

~(k) = 2(Y~::;~~Il)

(3.42)

and Equation (3.38) reduces to

3.2.3.1 Economic Dispatch Case Study 2
Consider the 6-Bus power system to illustrate optimal dispatch of generation considering
loss and generator limits [20]. The fuel cost in S/h of three thermal plantsofa power system are:

C,=200+7.0P, +0.008P"(S/h)
Cz =180+6.3Pz +0.009P"(S/h)
C3 = 140

+ 6.8P3 + 0.007P,'(S/h)

P"Pz.and P3 are in MW. Plant outputs are subject to the following Iimitsas

10(MW):sP,:S8S(MW)
10(MW):SPz :S80(MW)
10(MW):SP3 :S70(MW)
Assume the real power loss is given by the simplified expression a s

The loss coemcients are specified in per unit on a 100 MVA base. The optimal dispatch of
generation is determined when the total system load is 150 MW.
In the cost function Pi is expressed in MW. Therefore, the real power loss in terms of MW
generalionis

PL = [0.0218

(~)' + 0.0228 (:!io)' + 0.0179 ({;fu)'] x 100(MW)

= 0.000218Pt+0.000228P;' + 0.000179Pj(MW)
For the numerical solution using the gradient method, assume the initial value of..l(1)

=8.0

From coordination equations, given by Equation (3.33),
p?)

8.0-7.0
2(0.008+8.0 x 0.000218)

51.3136 (MW)

P,<')

8.0-6.3
2(0.009 +8.0 x 0.000228)

78.5292 (MW)

P (1)

8.0-6.8
2(0.007 +8.0 x 0.000179)

71.1575 (MW)

3

The real powcrloss is
PL(I)

=0.000218(51.3136)'+0.000228(78.5292)'+0.000179(71.1575)' = 2.886

SincePD = 150 MW, the error
f>p(l)

f>p(l)

from (3.31) is

= 150+2.8864-(51.3136+78.5292+71.1575)=-48.1139

From Equation (3.34)

t. (~)

(1)

=

2(~:~~:: ~:~O~~l~O~:~~)' + 2(~:~~:: ~:~0~~2~0~2~~)'
0.007+0.000179 x 6.8
+ 2(0.007+8.0 x 0.000179)'

152.4924

From Equalion(3.28)
6.<(1) =

~;:. ~~:: = -0.31552

'«')=8.0-0.31552=7.6845
Continuing the process, for the second iteration,

p,(2)

7.6845-7.0
2(0.008+ 7.6845 x 0.000218)

35.3728(MW)

p,(2)

7.6845-6.3
2(0.009+7.6845 x 0.000228)

64.3821(MW)

p,(')

7.6845-6.8
2(0.007+7.6845 x 0.000179)

52.8015(MW)

PL (') =0.000218(35.3728)'+0.000228(64.3821)'+0.000179(52 .8015)' = 1.717
SincePD =150MW,lheerrorIl.P(')fromEqualion(3.31)is
Il.p(') = 150 + 1.7169 - (35.3728 + 64.3821 + 52.8015) = -0.8395
From Equalion(3.34)

t,(~)(')

0.008 +0.000218 X 7.0
0.009+0.000228x6.3
2(0.008+7.684XO.000218)'+2(0.009+7.684XO.000228)'
0.007+0.000179x6.8
+2(0.007+7.6845 x 0.000179)'

154.588

From Equalion(3.28)
Il.A(') =

~~~8::: =

-0.005431

Therefore, the new value of.lis
A(')

=7.6845-0.005431 = 7.679

Pi')

2(0.008

:.~:~;:·~.000218)

35.0965(MW)

p,(')

2(0.009

:'~.:~;:·~.000228)

64.1369(MW)

p,(')

2(0.007

:'~.:~;:·~.000179)

52.4834(MW)

The real powcr loss is

PL(3)

=0.000218(35.0965)2+0.000228(64.1369)2+0.000179(52 .4834)2 = 1.699

Since Po = 150 MW, the errorllp(3) from Equation (3.31) is
IIP(3) = 150+1.6995-(35.0965+64.1369+52.4834) =-0.01742

From Equation (3.34)

t(~)(3)

0.008+0.000218x7.0
0.009 +0.000228 x 6.3
2(0.008+ 7.679 x 0.000218)2 + 2(0.009+ 7.679 x 0.000228)2
0.007+0.000179x6.8
+ 2(0.007+ 7.679 x 0.000179)2

184.625

From Equation (3.28)
,U(3)

=

~~~~::2 =

-0.0001127

Therefore, the ncwvalue of A is

,,(4)=7.679-0.0001127=7.6789
Since6...l(3),issmalltheequalityconslraintismet in fouriteratio Ils,and the optimal dispatch for

2(0.008

:6::~9-x7~0000218)

P2(4)

2(0.009

:~7:~9-x6~3000228)

64.131(MW)

P3(4)

2(0.007

:~7:~9-x6~8000179)

52.4767(MW)

pi

4
)

35.0907(MW)

The real powcrloss is
PL (4) =0.000218(35.0907)2 +0.000228(64.1317)2+0.000179(52.4767)2 =1.699

C,=200+7.0(35.0907)+0.008(35.0907)2+180+6.3(64.1317)+0.009(64.1317)2
+ 140+6.8(52.4767)+0.007(52.4767)2 = 1,592.65($/hr)
Matlab Optimization Tool box [15] iSlised to simplify the caiclilation, determine real power

output of each generator unit, and the total produclioncost inorderto minimize total cost.

3.3 Optimal Power Flow
Economic dispatch is a special case of the OPF, which neglects the transmission limits. In
practical utilities, power systems are subject to the constraints that the sum of the power

generated must equal to the sum of the transmission loss and the powcrconsumed by the load
Under normal operating conditions, the generation capacity is more than the total load demand
and loss. ThllS, lhere are manyoplions for schedliling and planni nggeneration[18).Thismeans
that the real and reactive power provided by the generators can beadjustedwithincertain limits

extension of the conventional economic dispatch to determine the optimal settings for control
variables while respecting various constraints [18, 27]. OPF provides a useful support to the
operatorto overcome many difficulties in the real time control and operation planning of power
systems [28-30]. It optimizes the generation while enforcing the transmission line, which
overcomes the drawback of the economic dispatch solution

3.3.1 Mathematical Formulation of Optimal Power Flow Problems

OPFproblemscan be formed asa selofnonlinearequations, which canbestatedas[6, 18]:

Find the vectors x

=l~:J,u= l~:J

Whichminimizingormaxirnizing:

f,(x,u),{z(x,u), ... fn(x,u)

(3.44)

g(x,u) =0

(3.4S)

Subject to:

h(x,u) sO
(x,u)mlnS(x.u)S(x,u)max

(3.46)
(3.47)

It can be described as minimizing the general objective runctionfn(x,u) while satisrying the
constraintsg(x,u)=Oandh(x,u)SO,whereg(x,u)representsnonlinear equality constraints
(power flow equations) andh(x,u) is nonlinear inequalityconstra ints(transmission line limits)
on thevectorxandu. The vector x contains the dependent variablesincludingbusYoltage
magnitudes and phase angles and the power output ofgeneratorsdesignedrorbusvoltagecontrol

The vector x also includes fix parameters, such as the slack hus angle, non-controlled generators'
active power output and reactive power output, non-controlled load on fixed voltage, line

parameters and soon. The veclOrconsists of control variables in volving [6, 55]"
•

Active and reactive power generation

•

Phase shifter angles

•

Load MWand MVAR (load shedding)

•

Controlvoltagesenings

•

LTC transformer tap setting

•

Lineswitching

Typical goal ofOPF problems are minimization of the total fuel cost, minimization of the active
power loss, and minimization of the load voltage deviation

3.3.20bjeeliveFunclions
The OPF problems capture both technique and economic aspects of power operation system.
The optimization problem of power system performance can be examined by solving the
followingobjeclivefunctions
•

Minimization of the transmission loss: the active power transmission loss can be
translated into the difference between the generated powerandthe consumed power.

•

Minimization of the total fuel cost: the most efficient and low cost operation of a power
system is determined by dispatching the available electricity generation resources to
supply the load on the system

•

Minimization of the load voltage deviation: the quality of power service is directly
relaled to the difference between the actual voltage profile and a desired voltage profile.

The active power loss is also known as the transmission loss, which is a form of wasted
power and must be minimized for economic purposes. Transmission loss minimization can be
expressed as minimization of difference between active power outputs of generators and active
power load demands. The loss expression also can be expressed as voltage polar fOrolS. The
mathematical formulation for transmission loss minimization is adopted by the more
straightforward expression as the difference between generation power and load demands, as
shown below [3, 38]:

P'OSS(X'U)~~PG'(X'U)-~PU

(3.48)

PGiistheactivepoweroutputofthegeneratorattheithbus
Pu istheactivepowerconsumedattheith load

Gi is the generator at the ith bus.

Ncisthenumberofthegeneratorbuses.
NListhenumberoftheloadbuses

The total fuel cost of system generator units is derived from the fuel cost of thermal plants,

which can be expressed as

(3.49)

ail

bi and

Ci

arethecOSlcoemcientsoftheith generator

PCi is the active power output of the generator at ith bus

Ncisthenumberofthegeneratorbuses.

3.3.2.3 Voltage Devialion
Voltage deviation (VD) refers to the deviation of load bus voltages from their nominal value
(1.00 p.u.). Reactive power transfer is highly dependent on system bus voltage levels (as

discllssedinChapter2).Bykeepingloadbusvoltagesciosetothei r nominal values, less reactive

power will be transferred to each load bus in the system. This has the effect of reducing line

currents which also reduces the power loss /2 R. The [2 R loss as a form of wasted power has a
strong financial impact. Additionally, power systems that have their load bus Yoltagescloscto
their nominal values are more resilient to voltage instability scenarios due to unforeseen

contingenciesSllch as a lineolltage. Thecalculationoflhe load b usvo!tagedeviation,Vdcv,used
in this thesis is given by the following expression [4,40]
NL

Vd'V=~(Vi-Vn2

(3.50)

Vi istheactual voltage magnitude at the ith bus

Vi is the desired voltage magnitude at the ith bus.
N/..isthenumberofloadbusescontainedinthesystem

Control variables are usually independent variables in the OPF problems, which have an
impact on the system performance and objective functions, such as active and reactive power

outputs of generation units and generator. Dependent variables known as state variables include
load voltage magnitlldesand phase angles

3.3.4 Operational Constraints
Constraints contained within the OPF are put in place to ensure that the solutions obtained
by solving the OPF are feasible for practical power system operations. This section discusses
typical operational constraints used in the OPF. System operating constraints include equality

and inequality constraints

3.3.4.1 Equality Constraints
The equality constraints are represented by power flow equations seen in Equ8tion(3.51)
and (3.52). These equations define the physical link between scheduled generation and load

demandandcannotbeviolatcdastheydefinctheconditiol1sofstatevariablesforagivensystem
operationpomt

PGi andQci are the active and reactive power produced by the generatorpowerattheithbus.
Pu and Qu are the active and reactive power demand at the ith bus
Nisthenumberofbusesexcepttheslackbus

NGisthenumberofthegeneratorbuses
NListhenumberoftheloadbuses
Yij is the admittance of the ijth transmission line
W;listhevoltagemagnitudesofthegenerator.
IVilisthevoltagemagnitudesoftheload

The equality constraints are included using power flow equations. The output power of
generalOrsandgeneratorterminalbusvoltagesarethecontrolvari abies and areself-restrictcd by

the non-linear optimization algorithm

3.3.4.2 Inequality Constraints

Inequality constraints define the tolerable limit on both state variablesandequipmentllsage
Load bus voltages, reactive power generation of generator and Iineflowlimitarestatevariables,
whose limits are satisfied by adding penalty terms in the objective function. These constraints are

(3.53)
(3.54)
Voltage limits

IVGd=Constant

(3.55)

IVZi'"I:5IV"I:5IVZiax l

(3.56)

Sij:5Srmax 'Vij;i*j

(3.57)

P;Itnand pg-:ax are the minimum and maximum active power output of the ith generation unit
Qminand QG}ax are the minimum and maximum reactive power output of the ith generation unit.

vzrinand VLilaXare lower and upper bounds on the voltage magnitudeattheith load bus
STmax is the maximum transmitted apparent power through transmission lines

Bus voltage magnitudes must be held between certain ranges to ensure that equipment is
operating under design specifications. Allowable bus voltage levels depend on the normal

voltages tltat arc applied to the bus. As an example, atypical tolerablc voltage range fora 138kV
is within ±S% of this value, while buses with 345 kV and over should be within ±10% [14]

Equation (3.56) clarifies the upper and lower bounds on the voltage magnitude within the
acceptable range. Equation (3.53) and (3.54) define the upper and lower limits of active and
reactive power outputs, which are design characteristicsofthermal generators, and directly taken
from their capability curves to ensure that the system is operated safely. Equation (3.57) defines
power transmission capability of the lines.

3.3.5 The Solution of Optimal Power Flow
Optimal power flow algorithms are designed to find an AC power flow solution which
optimizes a performance function, such as fuel cost or network loss, while at the same time
enforcing the loading limits imposed by the system equipment, such as voltage and transmission
loading limits. For example, when system loss are minimized, an optimal schedule of generator
active power outputs, transformer tap settings and controllable voltage settings are determined
which produce the minimum operating costs while at the same avoiding any violations [56]
OPF problems can be mathematically formed as nonlinear constrained optimization
problems. System size and the number of unknown variables significantly affect the difficulty of
solving OPF. As the size of the system increasing, solving OPF problem is more difficult
Matlab Optimization Toolbox [43] is used to implement OPF minimizing loss algorithm

program. Objective functions and constraints equations are wri ttenindifferellt'm'fiIestobethe
function files. PowerWorid Simulator [15J is used for studying cost minimization

3.3.6 Optimal Power Flow: Cost Minimization

Minimizing generation cost is to reduce the total fue! cost, whichisprimarilyanoperational
planning problem. The objective is to minimize the fuel cost. Based on previousresearchofOPF
problems, the minimizing generation cost problem can be mathematically formed as·

PG'] = [V']
~2 ,0 = [0']
~2
[

Find the vectors PG = Pf2 ,V

PGn

Vm

(3.58)

em

Which minimizing:

(3.59)

fCPG,V, 0) is the total fuel cost in dollar per hour ($/hr)
nisthenumberofgeneratorbuses

Equation (3.58) establishes the objective function. Equation (3.51) and (3.52) defines the
equality constraints (power now equations). Equations (3.53) -(3.57) are inequality constraints,
which clarify the upper and lower bounds on generating units, voltage magnitudes and
transmission lines. Active power outputs of dispatchable generation units are control variables
need to be solved to achievc the optimal operation of the minimum fuelcosl.
The case study is discussed to illustrate the constrained optimization method forOPF. The
study uses the Optimization Toolbox available in Matlab. For some aspects of the studies,
PowerWorld Simulator is also used. The fuel costs of all the generating units are represented
using cubic cost models

3.3.6.1 Case Study of Cost Minirnization
The goal ofOPF for the 7-Bus system isto minimize thc total fuel cost while adhering to
power flow equations, specified branch flow through transmission lines, bus voltage magnitudes,
s!ack generator active power limits. It contains 5 generators, 5 loads, 7 buses and 11 transmission
lines, and bus 7 is the slack bus. Thelimits,fuel cost coefficients and the system parameters are
found in Appendix A. Figure 3.2 shows the one line diagram of the 7-Bus power system. The
total loads are 759.4 MWand 130 MVAr. For the base case, the total fuel cost is$16,939lhrand

""

"'"

Figure 3.2 One Line Diagram o/the 7-Bus Power System
PowerWorld Simulator is applied to achieve the main goal of minimizing the generation cost

Table 3.1 summarizes the results of OPF. Power and loss are in MW, voltage is in per unit (p.u.)
and cost isin $/hr.Thetotal hourly cost is$16,371/hrand the 10ssis 10.6 MW. The economic
dispatch results are also obtained. Table 3.1 illustrates that the economic dispatch has the !owest
cost and the base case has the highest cost. With the dispatch pattern obtained by economic
dispatch, transmission line 2-5 and line 4-5 (in Figure 3.2) are violated by 124% and 189%,

respectively. The cost ofOPF is less than that of the base case, but it is moreexpensivethanthat
of economic dispatch. With the operation pattern obtained from OPF, none of transmission lines
is overloaded. The power now on Line 2-5 and line 4-5 reaches the maximum limits. The bus
voltage magnitudes maintain a reliable level at approximate I p.u.. The total fuel cost in
economic dispatch is lower than that in OPF, because OPF considers the impact of the
transmission system.

Table 3.1 OPF Cost Minimization o/the 7-Bus Power System

I Number

J

1
2
3
4
5
Tolal Generalion (MW)
Tolal load (MW)
TOlal loss (MW)
TOlaIHourlyCosl(S/hr)

Generalion(MW)

Name

Base case

Bus1
Bus2
Bus4
Bus6
Bus7

102
170
95
200
201
760
759.4
8.6
16,939

E~i~~~~~C
196
126
288
230
128
71
164
291
0
52
776
770
759.4
759.4
16.6
10.6
16,22616,371

3.,3.7 Optimal Power Flow: Loss Minimization
Minimizing the power loss is to minimize the transmission loss, which is another primary
application ofOPF. The expression for the overall transmission loss accumulated in a power
system is defined in Equation (3.48). The transmission loss minimization problem can be

mathematically formulated as'
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(3.61)

The equality constraints and inequality constraints are as sal11e as those used in the total fuel cost
minimization problem

3.3.7.tCaseStudyofLossMinimizatioll
Case study 3.3.7.1 repeats the same power systel11 examined in case study 3.3.6.1, except
that the objective is to minimize the transmission loss. The base case of the 7-Bus power system
is displayed in Figure 3.2. The goal is to minimizing generator fu el cost while adhering to power
flow equations, specified branch flow through transmission lines, bus voltage magnitudes,
generator power limits. The limits, fuel cost coefficients and the system parameters are found in
Appendix A. The total loads are 760 MW and 130 MVAr. For the base case, the transmission loss
is7.9MWandthetotalfuelcostis$16,939/hr
The formulation OPF regarding minimizing loss for the 7-Bus system is established using
Equations (3.60)-(3.61). The formulation ofOPF is constrained by Equations (3.53)-(3.57)
Matlab Optimization Toolbox is applied to provide the scheme of the generating units
PowerWorld Simulator is further used to achieve the main goal (minimizing the transmission
loss)
Table 3.2 summarizes the results of OPF with considering the transmission line limits. The
total transmission loss is reduced to 3.25 MW with hourly cost $17,150/hr. Table 3.2 illustrates
that the operation pattern obtained from OPF with minimum loss has the lowest loss, but it is the
most expensive coSL The bus voltage magnitudes maintain a reliabl elevel(approximate I.OOp.u.)
and vice versa. OPF with minimum cost has the lowest cost, but trades ofT the highest

Table 3.2 OPF Loss Minimization ofthe 7-Bus Power System

I Number I Name
1

Total Loss (MW)
Total Hourly Cost (S/hr)

Bus1

Base case

(Minim~~~g Loss) (Minim~~~g Cost)

102

100

126

8.6
16,939

3.25
17,150

10.6
16,371

The goal ofOPF is to provide the electric utility with suggestio nsto optimize the current power
system state online with respect to various objectives under various constraints. Most general
formulation ofOPF isasingleobjective, large scale, non-con vex optimization problem. It can be
achieved by minimizing or maximizing the general objective functions while satisfying the
constraints. The specified variables are real and reactive power at load buses,poweroutputsof
generating units and voltage magnitudes at generation buses, and voltages and angles at slack
buses. In mathematical terms, OPF problems can be formed as a set of nonlinear equations
Typical goals ofOPF problems under normal power system operations are illustrated in the
previous two case studies of the total fuel cost minimization and the transmission loss
minimization. Minimization of the voltage deviation as another OPF optimization goal especially
is discussed in the stressed systems

This chapter provides an overview of key economic dispatch concepts along with the
benefits of using it for solving optimal dispatch problems. The transmission loss, the operating
efficiency of generators and fuel cost are major factors influencing optimal dispatch of power
generation. By usingtheeconomicdispatch,the generators' power output can be varied within
certain limits to support a particular load demand at the lowest possible fuel cost. Economic
dispatch has one significant shortcoming. It ignores the limits imposed by the devices in the
transmission system. With the worldwide trend toward deregulation of the electric utility
industry, the transmission system is becoming increasingly constrained. OPF provides the
solution for the concerns of economic dispatch. OPF is a functionally combined power flow with
economic dispatch to redispatch generating units whileenforcingthetransmission lines. A seen
from the case studies, the fuel cost ofa power system at OPF setting is higher than that ofa
power system at economic dispatch setting. This is because that the transmission line limits and
other limits may be violated in economic dispatch
The study presented in this chapter shows that the nonlinear programming based
optimization techniques can handle OPF efficiently. For heavily loaded power systems, the
additional reactive power supply will be considered to deal with the system violation due to
increased load demand. The study concentrates benefits obtained from the additional reactive
power supply rather than the cost of additional reactive powersupp]y to the system

Chapter 4
Reactive Power Compensation and Voltage Profile

Chapter 2 has illustrated that local reactivc power compensation isanefficientapproachto
maintain a proper voltage profile with no need to change the power system's infrastructure. A
proper voltage profile helps power systems to avoid many failures due to voltage instability [3337]. Providing reactive power sources at all the load centers can be expensive. This chapter
shows that by providing reactivc po\veratselected locations, the overall voltage profile can be
maintained atanacccptabic level.
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) is a well established technique implemented by utilities. The
common objectives of minimization of the total fuel cost, minimization of the transmission loss

and minimization of load voitagedeviation have been formulated in Chapter 3. The inequality
constraints ensure that thc limits (like generating units' capability, transmission line ratings, bus
voltage) are not violated. The equality constraints are the basic power now equations that are
normally expressed in terms of bus voltage magnitude and angles as well as system bus

admittance matrix. The equality constraints ensure that the net complex po\ver is zero at all buses.
The use of reactive power compensation devices has become a practical solution in controlling
the flow of reactive power and to increase the reactive power reserves of the system. In most
instances these devices are looked as a solution to increase system voltage and decrease active
power loss over a stressed system. The stressed system is caused byapredictionofloadgrowth
that is known to potentially violate voltage constraints. Although OPFcan achieve the objectives
of loss or cost minimization, the stressed load leads to an unexpected low voltage profile. The
additional reactive power supply is able to bring the low voltage profile backtoanacceptable
voltage level
The optimal placement of reactive sources throughout a power system is not a simple task
As there are no widely accepted tools to plan for reactive power installation, many planning
procedures resort to atrial and error approach in order to determi ne the best site locations and
allocation of reactive power devices to meet a variety ofobjectivesand constraints [3]. In this
thesis, the locations for placing new reactive power sources are based on voltage observation;
critical load buses (load voltage less than 0.95 p.u.)areevcnlyconsidered the candidates for the
placement of reactive power supply. The additional reactive powersupplyisemployedineachof
selected load buses separately and independently under stressedsystems
Section 4.1 presents an overview of two sample power systems and the tools used for the
different studies. In section 4.2 by applying the additional reactive power suppiy in each stressed
system, a voltage profile comparison will be performed between the OPF solution and the
solution of the additional reactive power supply; the numerica I comparison is used to explore the
effectiveness of reactive power supply on maintaining an acceptable voltage profile. The
conclusion is given in section 4.3

4.1 Test Power Systems and Tools for Studies
Two sample power systems are used for different case studies presentedinthischapter. The
6-Bus power system is the example in [23]. The 26-Bus power system is the example from [20]
The single line diagrams of the 6-Bus power systemand the 26-Bus power system are shown in
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 respectively. Asan alternative to real Ii fevoltagecollapsesituations,a
low voltage profile is required to perform casestud.ies in insufficient reactive power systems, In
order to stress the normal operation systems, the loads and gene rations (except the slack bus) are
scaled up by 1.5 uniformly, turning the system network as an adequate candidate for reactive
power compensation. The distinctive load demand and generator schedule of two stressed
systemsusedforcasestudieshavebeenlistedinTable4.landTable4.2

Figure 4. J One Line Diagram ofIhe 6- Bus Power Syslem "Iaken from [23]"

Figllre 4.2 One Line Diagram aJthe 26-BusPolVerSystem (takenjrom[20))
Table4.10perationaIConSlraintsfortheStressed6-BusSysle111
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150
0

150
0

150
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Table 4.2 OperafionalConslraintsjorfheSlressed26-BusSySI em

Bus
Qmax
Qmin

Bus
p,max
p,mm

1
2
3
390375225

4
120

375

37.5

60

60

5
240

I

60

Generator Active Power Limits 'MW
I
2
3
4
5
750300450
225
300
150
75
120
75
75

26
75

I

22.5
26
180
75

LoadBusVolta.eLimits }.u.

Total Load Demand
1894.

955.

tools are fairly easy to use and PowerWorld Sirnulatorprovidesvcryuseful features for power
system studies. Cost minimization can be directly implemented via PowerWorid Simulator. The

codification of loss minimization studies has been implemented in Matlab Optimization Tool
Box available [15]. The command 'fmincon' is used to call and solve constrained nonlinear
functions in the main program. Objective function and constraint equations

written in

different'm' files for the function files. Power World Simulator is again used for verification of

optimal results obtained from Matlab.ln the following sections,dclailsabout the case studies
and results are given. Along with this, a discussion on thcobtained results isalsoprovided

The following important assumptions are made, with respect to performing the each
objective in OPFand supplying the additional reactive power so urcc'

•

OPFsolution isthe present position with the stressed load,without the additional reactive

•

Additional reactive power supply is the new position, with respect to OPF solution and

power supply.

the stressed load situ8tioncan be released.by this additional reactive power supply
•

For brevityofpresent8tion, only 50% overloading scenario is considered indifferent
power

operation

systems

to

demonstrate

the

effectiveness

of reactive

power

compens8tion on voltage profile enhancement. However, in practice, multiple unstressed

•

A predefined power generation schedutewill be accordingly scaled up by 50% to meet
the 50% increased load demand. The only variability to the total generator active power
outplltisfromthesystem'sslackblls

•

The insufficient reactive power support in stressed systems leads to the low voltage

•

Load buses with low voltages will be considered as candidate buses (critical buses) for

•

The generators associated power operation systems in this thesis are all thermal plants,

•

The study concentrates benefits obtained from the additional reactive power supply rather

profileswhichattemptstocausevoltagecollapseandsysteminstability

installatioll of reactive power compensation devices

thus the operation cost is considered only the fuel cost

thall the cost of additional reactive power supply to the system

4.2.1 Case Study 1: the Stressed 6-Bus Power System
In this section, the case study is performed where the goal of optimization is to minimize

the total active power loss, total fuel cost, and load bus voltage deviation for a scheduled load
demand. These objectives were discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The objective functions will be
treated independently instead ofaugmellting the objective toge ther
The stressed 6-Buspowersystem (shown in Figure 4.1) consists of3 generators, 3 loads,
and II transmission lines. Note that bus I is the slack bus. All system parameters along with the

initial load demand and generation schedule are available in Appendix B using an apparent
power base of 100 MVA. Before beginning with the planning of a reactive power supply scheme,
it is important to first verify that the system cannot be operated w ith the increased load demand

A base case power now is performed to get an idea of the severity of the constraint violations.
For the base case power now, Table 4.3 lists the important system response of this stressed 6Bus system. Power and transmission loss are in mega watt (MW), Voltage is in per unit (p.u.),

and Cost is in dollars per hour ($/hr). The total hourly cost is$4,669/hrandthelossis21.46MW
(tshould be noted that even after increasing the generator scheme by 1.5 to meet the increased

load demand, the voltage violations of load buses are still apparent; all load bus voltage
magnitudes are below the normal operation voltage (0.95 p.u.).ln order to enhance the voltage
profile and remove the voltage violation, all three load buses are considered as possible locations
for the additional reactive power supply. The stressed system is reconstructed by applying
additional reactive power supplyat the load centers. The system responses of each objective in
thisstressed6-Bussystemarediscussedsequentiallyinsubsectionasfollows

Table 4.3 Base Case Summary for the Stressed 6-8115 System
Stressed6-Buss stem Bas' C:ase Values
Generation (MW)
f-----c,-----~
f-----c,-----~

Voltage(p.u.)f-----c,.--~
f-----c,.--~

Transmission loss MW
o erationcost $/hr

26.98
4,744

This section performs the objective of minimizing transmission power loss, while adhering
to power flow equations and other system and equipment constrainsdefincd in section 4.1.3. The

OPF solution minimizing the total loss is obtained by PowerWorld Simulator. Matlab
optimization tool box is used to implement the scheme to minimize the total transmission loss
The results from Matlab are used in PowerWorid Simulator for further power system studies.
Theoptimiz3tionresults for the transmission loss are presentcd in Table 4.4. OPF not only helps
the system to reduce the total power transmission loss, but also to lower the operation cost;
however the voltage violation still exists. These results show the need to add local reactive power
supporttotheoverloadedsystem,allowingthestressedsystemtooperate within desired voltage
specifications

Table 4.4 Summary ofMinimum Lossfor the Stressed 6-Bus System
Basecase

Voltage (p.u.)

~~

o eralioncosl$/hr

F

OPFsolution

AdditionalVARsuppl
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Figure 4.3 Voltage Profiles ofthe 6-Bus Power System (Minimum Loss)

The reactive power supply is allocated on the basis that each orthe system's load significant
amount of reactive power that can be met with local reactive power support. The system
response after the additional reactive power supply is also listed in Table 4.4 and the allocated
reactive power support at each toad bus is listed in Table 4.5. The size of additional reactive
power supply obtained is more than sufficient to meet load reactive power demand as each toad
demand; meanwhile, the load voltage profile can be enhanced. Figure 4.3 provides an overview
of the voltage profile duringOPF of loss minimization and theaddit ionalreactivepowersupply

The additional reactive power support in the stressed system perfectly brings the voltage
magnitudes back to the nominal level, which releases the load's stress and reduces the risk of
power system instability occurring in the stressed system. Meanwhile, the transmission loss can
be furtherminimized,andoperationcostcan be further reduced aswell.

Toble4.5VARAllocOliollojMillimmIlLossjorlheSlressed6-BlisSyslem

The same equality and inequality constraints of loss minimization are used to minimize the
total fuel cost for the same specified loadingconditionin the stressed 6-Bus power system. All
the generating units are assumed to be thermal with the fuel cost expressed as a cubic function of
the output of the generating units. Each thermal generator features its own the generation
capacity with respect to the cost coemcients shown in Table 4.6

Table 4.6 COSI CoejJicielllsojlhe 6-Blis ThermolPlolllS

The scheme to minimize the total transmission cost can be directly determined by OPF function
of Power World Simulator. Table 4.7 summarizes the OPF results of minimizing cost and the
results with the additional reactive power supply at load buses. With the additional reactive
power supply, the system operation cost can be optimized to $4,441/hr; more importantly, the

undesirable low voltage magnitudes at load buses are enhanced to 1.00 p.u .. The significant
enhancement of the load voltages can be clearly illustrated in Figure4.4
Table 4. 7 Summary of Minimum Cost/or the Stressed 6-Bus System
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Figure 4.4 Vollage Profiles a/the 6-Bus Power System (Minimum Cost)

Compared to the OPF results, the additional reactive power suppiy can achieve more additionai
reduction in total active power loss, providinguplo 52% more reduction. Although additional
reactive power supply has offered only 2.7% additional reductio nincost,thisiittleimprovement
would be significant in terms of MW loss reduction and the revenue saving per annum. The
allocation of reactive power compensation has been specified in Table 4.8 along with the

minimization of thermal fuel cost during OPF. The optimal reactive power support is sumcient
to enhance the unacceptable load voltage profile

Table 4.8 VAR Allocation ofMinimum Cost for the Stressed 6-Bus System

The previous two sections show that by providing reactive power at selected locations, the
overall load voltage profile can be improved, which ensures the stressed system to operate
without any violation; meanwhile, the transmission loss can be minimized. Reduction in
transmission loss turns into the direct economic benefit, which partially com pensatesthe cost of
reactive power supply.

4.2.1.3 Minimum Voltage Deviation
Voltage deviation minimization is coded in Matlab Optimization Tool box according to
optimization objective function in Equation (3.50). Theoptimiz8tionresultsshowninTables4.9
indicate that the voltage deviation minimization is able to keep the load voltage magnitudes
closer to their nominal values. The overall voltage profile enhancement is illustrated in Figure

Table 4.9 Base Case Summary for the Stressed 6-Bus System

o erationeos!

$/hr

F

4,744

4,634

1---=.------------............ Voltage deviation

Figure 4.5 Vollage Profiles ofthe 6·Bus Power System (Minimum Voltage Deviation)
Similarly to the effect of supplying additional reactive power support at stressed load,

minimizing voltage violation can alsoenhancc the load voltage profilc without injcctingreactive
power in the ioad. in addition to relieving the voltage vioiation, voltagedeviationminimization
also reduces the transmission loss and ]owerstheoperationcost. Technically, it isanefficient

method to maintain the desired load voltage without compensating extra reactive power to thc
increased load demand; nevertheless, the practical application may be infeasible due to the
difficuhimplcmentation

4.2.2 Case Study 2: the Stressed 26-Bus Power System
In this section, the case study is performed where the goat of optimization is to minimize
the real power transmission loss, total fuel cost and load bus voltage deviation. These three
objectives are identical to the objectives used ill the stressed 6-Bus case study. The 26-Bus power
system in Figure 4.2 consistsof26 buses, 46 transmission lines, 6generators, 9 shunt capacitors
and 23 loads. The system generators are located at bus 1,2,3,4,5and26.Bus I istheslackbus

All system parameters along with the initial load demand and generation schedule are attached in
AppendixC using an apparent power base of 100 MVA. Table 4.10 gives rescheduled parameter
values used as the base case for this case study. The base case power tlowpresented here is
performed to get an idea of the severity of the operational voltage violation. Table 4.10
summarizes the system response for this base case power flow. Due to the stressed load demand
a significant portion of the system's constraints are being violated. Many of the load bus voltages
are well below the specified voltage level 0.95 p.u .. ln the following subsections, thedetaded
discussion of each OPF objective will be given. A discussion ontheresultsobtainedbyOPFand
the additional reactive power will be provided.
Table 4.10 Base Case Sllmmwyfor the Stressed 26-BliS System
Stressed 26-Buss stem
Generation (MW)

Transmission loss MW
o erationcost $/hr

BaseCase

Values

:i

\Ot8\~6

P3
P4
P5
P26
Ploss
Co

30
150
450
90
36.46
28,191

For the purpose of this test case, MatlabOptimization Tool box is used to determine the
optimal scheme of generator units to minimize the total transmission loss. The results from
Matlab are used in PowerWorld Simulator for further power system studies. From the OPF
solution for the stressed 26-Buspowersystem, it is noticed that the voltagesat some load buses
are extremely low, especially from bus 20 to bus 25. By providing additional reactive power
supply at these critical buses, it is possible to improve the voltage profile. Table 4.1 1 presents a

summary of different power responses with respect to the base case, OPF loss minimization and
the additional reactive power. Figure 4.6 illustrates that the voltage profile has been enhanced
once the additional reactive power support is provided atthe selected load buses
Table 4.11 Summary of Minimum Lossfor the Stressed 26-8/15 System
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Figure 4.6 Voltage Profiles ofthe 26-Bus Power System (Minimum Loss)

Similariyto minimizing thetolal fuelcoslforlheslressed6-Bussyslem,alllhegenerating
units are assumed lo be thermal plants with the fuel cost expressed as a cubic function of the
output of the generating units. The generator unitsof26-Bus system are featured in Table 4.13.
For the stressed 26-Bus power system, the OPF solution of minimizing the total fuel cost is
directly obtained by PowerWorld Simulator. The total fuel cost is decreased by$2,429/hrwith
OPFsimulation. it is noticed that the voitage violations at certai nloadbuses(frombus20tobus
25)stillexisl. By providing additional reactive power at those buses, the voltage pro me can be
improved. Table 4.14 summarizes the system response with respect to the base case, OPF and the
additionaliocalreactivepowersupply.Thevoltageenhancement due to the sumcient reactive
power support at the stressed load can be clearly demonstrated in Figure4.7

Table 4./3 Cos/Coefficiel1/sof/he 26-Bus ThermaIP/al1/s
Generators

From (MW)

To (MW)

I
2
3
4
5
26

100
50
80
50
50
50

500
200
300
150
200
120

;ost c~emcie~ts
2407
0.007
200100.0095
2208.50.009
200 II
0.009
22010.50.008
19012.00.0075

Table 4.14 Summary ofMinimum Cost for the Stressed 26-8us System
Base case

Minimum Cost
Generation(MW)

Transmissionloss(MW
eration cost ($lhr

o

1092.46
118.50
30
150
450
90
36.46
28,191

PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
P26
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F
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Table 4.15 VAR Allocalian ojMinimum CostJar the Stressed 26-811s System
Bus number
Bus20

Reactive power (MVAr)
102.37

It is apparent that OPFsimulation can help the system reducethetransmission loss and the
total fuel cost, but it cannot prevent the voltage profile to avoid t heunexpectedlowtevel.By

injecting the additional reactive power into the buses with low voltage magnitudes. the

transmission loss and fuel cost can be further minimized. This test case again confirms that the
local reactive power supply can optimize the performance of stressed systems, in both technical
and economic aspects.
By placing the reactive power supply at predefined load buses, OPF has been run to
determine the optimal setting of control variables for both cost minimization and loss
minimization objectives under the same heavily loading system. With the help of reactive power
supply, the voltage profile can be dramatically enhanced; meanwhile,the system can be operated
in the normal operation mode. The voltages are no longer violated, and the load is no longer
suffering from the overloading stress

4.2.2.3 Minimum Voltage Deviation
Instead of feeding additional reactive power supply to critical load buses, Matlab
Optimization Toolbox handles the voltage improvement problem with objective function of
optimizing voltage deviation. The simulation results are available in Table 4.16. The
optimization algorithm for voltage deviation minimization can keep load bus voltages close to
their nominal values, and at the same time meeting all theconstra ints. During the minimization
of voltage deviation, the voltage profile is within the acceptable voltage range shown in Figure
4.8; however, the transmission loss becomes more severe and hourly operation cost is higher.
Technically, it is an efficient method to maintain the desired load voltage because no additional
reactive power is invested in the power system; nevertheless, the practical application may be
infeasible with the consideration of the extremely high annual operational cost and increased
transmission loss. Figure 4.8 illustrates the voltage difference before and after voltage deviation

Table 4./6 Summary a/Minimum Voltage Deviation/or the Stressed 26-Bus System
Base case
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\7825~6
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o erationcost $/hr)
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Figure 4.8 Voltage Profiles a/the 26-Bus Power System (Minimum Voltage Deviation)

Reactive power compensation is introduced to overloaded power systems for sake of
maintaining the desired voltage profile along with different optimization objectives. The idea
behind reactive power compensation is to spot optimum bus location for reactive power sources
and improve the voltage profile due to the increase in the load. To simplify the optimization

algorithm, all load buses with low voltage magnitudes (less than 0.95 p.u.) are assumed as
possible candidates for reactive power installation. Co'nventional OPF is demonstrated on the

stressed 6-Bus and 26-Bus power systems with promising results. The results confirm the
capability of reactive power compensation to enhance the overa II load voltage profile and show
its effectiveness and superiority
The essential advantages of reactive power compensation have beenillustratedduringcase
studies on the stressed 6-Busandthestressed 26-Bussystems.lt is shown that the objective of
voltage deviation minimization can improve the voltage profile, reduce the power transmission
loss, and decrease the total fuel cost by certain degree. The folio wing conclusions can be made.
I) Inthiswork,loadbuseshavingtoppriorityrankedaccordingtotheir voltage magnitudes
corresponding to the load suffering from the stress, which can be selected for optimal
placement of reactive power sources
2) Conventional OPF under the stressed power systems can reduce the total power loss and
the total fuel cost in stressed systems, but it cannot improve the voltage profile. !tOlay
improvethevoltageinsomecasesifitisincludedintheinequalityconstraints
3) With the additional reactive power supply, additional reducti on in both the total active
power loss and the fuel cost can be effectively achieved; the voltage profile is also
improved
4) The little improvement of hourly cost would be significant in terms of MW loss reduction
and the revenue saving per annum
5) Without the method of additional reactive power supply at certain load buses,a natter
voltage profile can also be achieved by minimizing voltage devialion of the critical load

The feasible operation of reactive power compensation has been emphasized as observing the
voltage profile to ensure that the stressed system is acceptable for the normal and post-

overloaded conditions. Although reactive power compensation generally provides plenty of
benefits to system operation; the heavy use of reactive power com pensation sources may lead to
economic infeasibility. Cost considerations generally limitthe extent to which these benefits can
be applied. The expense of reactive power should cover the capital investments, in the form of
installing capacitors at load buses, and marginal costofreacti vepowergeneration. The reactive
power price, reactive power supply size and its placement probl ems need be further researched to
ensure that both investment and operating costs are recovered in amannerequitabletoulilityand

The additional reactive power supply requires the planner to perform many power flow
studies while varying reactive power compensation settings and other pertinent system controls
in order to ensure that the planned installations meet desired operation requirements. The trial
and error method is cumbersome and does not guarantee that the proposed solution is optimal. A
further research of the optimal allocation of reactive power compensation (for example, an
investigation of multi-objective optimization problems for the reactive power planning and
system stability problem) is a challenging task

Chapter 5
Voltage Stability Margin and Reactive Power Compensation

With the increased loading of transmission lines, voltage stab ility has become a very critical
issue for most power system planners and operators. Voltage stability refers to the ability ofa
power system to maintain stcady voltage at all buses in the system after being subjectcd toa
disturbance from a given initial operating condition [44]. Case studies in Chapter 4 have
illustrated thal inadequatc local reactive power supply is characterized by continuous and slow
reduction of the voltage magnitude at one or more load, which occurs when the system is heavily
loaded. A possible result of voltage instability is the loss of load in an area, or tripping of
transmission lines and other element by their protective systems leading to cascading outages
Local reactive power compensation is a solution to the system instability problem and it is able
to maintain a desired load voltage profile under the overloading system phenomenon. However,
voltage profile is a poor indicator of proximity to the limits of stability under normal or postcontingency power system. Voltage stability margin analysis supplements this deficiency and

determines how close the system is away from instability limits. Thus, the additional reactive
power supply has become essentiai
In general, the analysis of voltage stability of a given power system should cover the
examination offoilowing aspects'
To show the voltage collapse point of buses in the system
To study the maximum transfer of power between buses before voltage collapse point
To size the reactive power compensation devices required at relevant buses to improve
voltage stability margin and prevent voltage cotlapse
To study the innuenceofreactive power compensation devices on the maxilllulll transfer
power to meet increased load demand
Thevoltagestabilityanalysiscanbeachievedusingseveraldifferenttechniques.Basicatlythey
can be divided into methods that give an indication (index [45] or margin [46]) of the proximity
of voltage instability and methods that analyze with more detail the mechanism of voltage
instability [44]. For this study, voltage stability margin is analyzed by means of PV curve
analysis [20]. PV curves provide a graphic hint of how close the system is away to the voltage
stability limit under specific operation conditions
The chapter is organized as follows: section 5.1 presents the basic concept of voltage
stabiiitymargin. The introduction orpv curve analysis is illustratedusinga2-Buspowersystem.
Section 5.3 presents two sample power systems and the tool applied for case studies. Section 5.4
proposes two different reactive power compensation devices to illustrate the effectiveness of
VARsourcesin improving the voltage stabiiity margin. Section 5.5 providesconciudingrelllarks

5.1VollageStabilityMargin
Voltage stability margin in this thesis is defined as the amount of additional load in a
specific pattern of load increase that would cause voltage instabil ity [52]. Contingencies such as
unexpected component outages in an electric power system often reduce the voltage stability

margin. Computation of voltage stability margin is an option to keep adequate voltage stability

on system operation and planning, which is defined as the distancebetweentheactualoperation
point and the point of collapse, measured in megawatts or percentageofthe base case loading.

In this study, voltage stability margin is obtained by implementing PoweWorld adds-on PVcurve function [15]. PV curves are constructed by considering load increase for all the system
load buses in a proportional way to the base case loading. System generation level is also

increased (in proportion to the base case injections) in order to match the increased load. The set
of equilibrium points obtained by solving the power now problem at each load defines the PV
curve. An exampleofPV curve construction is demonstrated using a2-Bussysteminsection5.2

The PV curve is illustrated for a 2-Bus power system shown in Figure 5.1. This may be
considered asa model ofa generating station connected to a load center through the parallel
transmission lines. The generating station voltage is kept at I.Op.u., For different loadings the
voltage at 2-Bus is calculated (note that there are two solutions for the voltage). In an actual
power system, the load voltage will be equal to the higher voltage. The two solutions for the
voltage come together at the nose of the PV curve

~.

.~

Figure 5./ One Line Diagram ofthe 2-Bus Power System

Figllre5.2PVClIrvesforThreeDifferentCases

Figure 5.2 shows PV curves for the 2-Bus power system. Three different operating
conditions are considered: load power factor unity; load power factor lagging; load power factor

unity, but line impedance high simulating the effect ofa line outage. In all three cases, the
voltage stability margins are different. Thc convergence points orthe graph are referred as the
voltage stability limits and indicate the points where voltage collapse is imminent. The upper

part of the curve corresponds to the normal operational state of the system. The lower part

represents the state that required high current and low voltage and are not operationally
acceptable. Voltage instability margin is mainly associated with reactive power imbalance. Unity

load power factor is equivalent to no reactive power load demand; lagging load power factor is
equivalent to some reactive power load demand. The operating system with lagging load power

factor has the smallest voltage stability margin (38 MW); when the load power factor becomes
lInity, the voltage stability margin is increased to be 176 MW;the unexpected high transmission
line impedance deteriorates the voltage stability margin dramatically; the voltage stability margin
now is reduced to be 68 MW. Thus, the voltage stability margin highlydependsonthereactive
power at load buses, which can be expressed in terms of load power factor. Hence, the way to
improve the voltage stability margin is to reduce the reactive power load or add additional

reactive power prior to reaching the point of voltage collapse. Numerous reactive power devices
have been considered to supply reactive power. StaticVAReapacitors(SVC) and capacitors are
used in the present work

5.3 Test Power Systems and Tools for Studies
Two sample power systems are used for the different case studies presented in this chapter
The single line diagram of the 5-Bus power system [18] is shown in Figure 5.3. The initial
parameter is available in Appendix D. The goal of the base case st udyfor5-Buspowersystem is
to indicate the efTectiveness of reactive power supply on the volta gestabilitymarginllnderthe
normal power operation system. The load and generation schemes remain the same. The single

line diagram of the 39-Bus power system [48] is shown in Figure 5.4. The initial parameter is
available in Appendix E. The goal of this system study is to illustrate how the reactive power

supply improves the voltage stability margin when the system is overloaded. For the study
presented in the stressed 39-Bussystem, the load and generation (except i n slack bus) are scaled
by 1.4 uniformly. The main features of both power systems are summarized in Table 5.1
PowerWorld add-on function, PV curve is the main tool used for determining the voltage

stability margin.

Figure 5.3 One Line Diagram o/the 5-Bus Power System

Figure 5.4 One Line Diagram/or the 39-Bus Power System

Table 5./Summwyo/lhe5-BusandSlressed39-Bus PowerSyslem

Usually, placing adequate reactive power support at the appropriate location improves
voltage instability margin. There are many reactive power compensation devices adapted bythe
utilities for this purpose, each of which has its own characteristics and limitations. Constant

reactive power supply devices (SVC, STATCOM etc.) and convcntional capacitors are the most
commonly reactive power compensation devices. Capacitors and constant reactive powcrsupply
devices are considered one at a time in two sample power systems to compare their effects on
voltage stability margin improvemenL Reactive power output ofcapacitors is proportional to the
square of the voltage magnitude, which makes the provided reactive power decrease rapidly
when voltage decreases, thus reducing its stability. To investigate their effects on voltage
stability margin in detail, the 5-Bus and stressed 39-8us power systems are examined along with
the discussion and comparison. SVC represents the constant reactive power device in the
following case studies. The selected bus locations for considering additional VAR sources are
the critical load buses (voltage magnitude is less than 0.95 p.u. in OPF with cost minimization)

5.4.1 Case Study 1: the 5-Bus Power System
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of local reactive powersupplyonthevoltagestability
margin, the case study starts with applying an additional 55 MYAr reactive power supply at bus
5 with

a normalS-Bus power system. Since the voltage profile is not violated under the system

normal condition, bus 5 is arbitrarily selectcd for observing the efTectiveness of the additional
reactive power supply on the power system. Figure 5.5 provides the results of this study. The

margin is lower (547.7 MW) when capacitors are used to supply reactive power. This is due to
lhe fact that the reactive power supplied by capacitors is reduced as the voltage drops due to
increase in the load. The margin is higher (578.7 MW) when constant reach power (SYC) is
supplied at the load bus5

Voltage Stability Margirt

II •
Figure 5.5 Comparison of Voltage Stability Margins/or the 5-Bus System

The study shows that the local reactive power supply improves voltage stability margin;
switching in more reactive power helps the system to deliver more active power under the

normal operation system. SVC is modeled by using a generator with constant reactive power

5.4.2 Case Study 2: the Stressed 39-Bus Power System
In this section, the effectiveness of reactive power supply on the voltage stability margin is
studied on 40% overloaded 39-Bus power system. Table 5.2 lists the bus violations during OPF
of the fuel cost minimization. These listed load buses are the possible location of considering
reactive power sources. Capacitors and SVC (constant reactive power supply) are examined at
these selected buses on the stressed 39-Bus system one at a time. PowerWorld Simulator
determines the allocation of reactive power supply among these load buses. It is noted that not all
load buses are involved in reactive power supply. A snap shot of the maximum power transfer in
Figure 5.6 indicates that reactive power compensation would be able to enhance the voltage
stability margin; especially constant reactive power supply dramatically improves the voltage
stability margin. Figure 5.6 also reveals that 4,784 MWofadditional power can betransferred
when constant reactive power sources are connected to selected load buses of the 39-Bus power
system. The scheme of the local reactive power compensation shown in Table 5.2 is obtained by
implementing OPF cost minimization in PowerWorld Simulator

Table5.2SlImlllaryojVARAllocalionalSelecledBlises

Voltage Stability Margin

Capacitor at selected
buses

Constant reactive power
at selected buses

Figure 5.6 Comparison a/Voltage Stability Margins/or the Stressed 39-Bus System
Table 5.3 provides a summary of this study. The margin is lower when capacitors are used to
supply reactive power. This is duc to the fact that the reactive power supplied by capacitors is
reduced as the voltage drops due to increase in the load. The margin is improved when SVC
(constant reactive power supply) is supplied at the load buses. An additional 4,784 MWpower
can be transferred when constant reactive power supply isconnected to the selected load buses.
Table 5.3 SUllllllalY oj Volfage SfabilifyMarginAnalysis

4,470

~

I
I
I

In addition to the voltage stability margin, PV curves also provide extra information of the

reactive power effect on the power system performance, such as voltage profile. Consider the

example of PV curve analysis at bus 8 shown in Figure 5.7. At the beginning that system
experiences light load, the voltage profile of this bus with SVC and capacitors are almost the
same. When the load of the system is increased, the effect of SVC in improving the voltage is
more adequate than capacitors. Both SVC and capacitorssignificantlyaffect the shape of the PV
curve, which improves the critical point without masking the nos epointbyonlyshiftingoutthe
PYcurve; however,SVC provides a better voltage profile at the voltage collapse point
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Figllre 5.7 PVClIrves ojBlIs 8 (Ihe 39-Blis POlVerSyslem)

Voltage instability is mainly associated with reactive power imbalance. The loadability of a
bus in the power system depends on the reactive power support that the bus can receive from the
system. As the system approaehes the maximum loading point or voltage eollapse point, both
real and reactive power loss increase rapidly. Therefore, reactive power supports have to be local
and adequate. The power flow transfer slowly occurs in the power system that eventually leads to
a shortage of reactive power and declining voltage. This phenomenon can be graphically
described inPVcurves. PV curve analysis is widely used intheindustryforinvestigatingvoltage
stability problems. As the power transfer increases, the voltage at the load end decreases
Eventually, the critical (nose) point, the power at which the system reactive power is short in
supply, is reached where any further increase in active power transfer will lead to very rapid
decrease in voltage magnitudes. Before reaching the critical point, the large voltage drop due to
heavy reactive power loss can be observed. The only way to save the system from voltage
collapse isto

reduceth~

reactive power load or add additional reactive power prior to reaching

the point of voltageeollapse
The study presented in this study has not considered the cost of reactive power at the best
location to install these devices considering voltage stability margin. Model analysis [45] and
voltage stability margin index [46] are two of the methods to identify weak location in power
systems and implement suitable deviees (SVC, STATCOM et.) to improve voltage stability

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work

6.0 Recap of the Thesis
As a result of the expanded electricity demand, power systems are operated close their
limits. Power systems should be operated in such a way that Yoltage limits and thermal limits of

equipments are not being violated. Building new generation and transmission facilities are not
easy duc to economic and environmental constraints. Reactive power compensation can enable
power systems to be operated closer to their limits and thus make it possible to maximize the use
of the existing resources. A dilemma with reactive power is that a sufficient quantity of it is
needed to provide the load and loss in the power system, but having too much reactive power

nowingaround in the power system causes excessive heating and undesirable voltage drop. A
solution to this problem is to provide reactive power sources exactly at the location where it is
consumed. This thesis shows the effectiveness of reactive power compensation on the system
performance, especially on maintaining acceptable voltage profileandadequatevoltagestability

The solution of the economic dispatch by the equal incremental cost method was a
precursor of Optimal Power Flow (OPF). Economic dispatch, however, only considers real
power generations, and represents the electrical networks by a single equality constraint (the
power balance equation). The OPF method functionally combines the economic dispatch with
power flow studies, which features practical applications in powersystems
The conventional OPF method is used to achieve the economic system operation. However,
reliable and secure aspects of power operation systems face challenging when the system is
overloaded. The results of the work presented in the thesis show that the additional reactive
power can be effectively applied in power transmission systems to solve the problems of load
growth, voltage regulation and voltage stability. Manycasestudies are presented throughout the
thesis using sample power systems to show the effectiveness of reactive power sources for power
system performance enhancement.

6.1 Summary of the Research and COJltributioJloftheThesis

I. A complete analysis on the negative effects of reactive powertransmission and the use of
reactive power compensation devices to mitigate these effects
2. Conventional optimization methods including their application to power system is
investigated
3. A detailed study on OPF problems, including economic dispatch, OPF objectives and
required operational constraints are studied for different objectives. MatlabOptimization
Toolbox and PowerWorid Simulator are used to handle the case studies ofOPF problems.

4. An investigation into the effect of reactive power compensation on the voltage pro tile in

stressed power systems
5. An overview of the voltage stability analysis based on thc PVMcurvemcthod,exploringthe
efTectofreactivepowercompensationdevicesonvoltagestabilitymargin
6.Publicationofatechnicalpaper[54]relatedtothisthesis

This thesis has considered three key problems for power systems: economy, transmission
loss and security. Following three areas are proposed for future research in regard to the reactive

power compensation problem

1.

An investigation of multi-objective optimization problems for the reactive power

2.

A further research for the cost of the reactive power sources, feasibility of their location

planning and system stability problem

as well as the efTect of contingencies must be considered

This thesis has presented the efTectiveness of reactive power supply on power system
performance. Case studies are presented to show the performance improvement in terms of
voltage profile and voltage stability margin. However, those two problems are focused
individually. An integrated approach to deciding VAR sources based on optimization methods
will be useful. The final selection of specific reactive power supply devices should based ona
complete technical and economic analysis [49, 50]. Decidingtheoptimallocationandcontrolof
reactive power sources to provide maximum benefits to the power as a whole during normal
operation and underpotcntial contingencies in a challenging are of research [51,52]

Reactive power planning is shown to bean exceedingly difficult opt imization problemas its
formulation is multi-objective, partially discrete,

non~linear,

highly constrained and of large scale.

As power systems rely on reactive compensation as a means to overcome operational constraint
violations due to increased load demand, tools that rise above the limitations of classical
optimization techniques must be developed in order to allocate compensation in an optimal way.
In further research, a

multi~objective

reactive power planning problem is addressed along with

three objective functions together. A single objective optimization algorithm only provides a
unique optimal solution; there is no guarantee that the solutio nobtainedfromoneobjectiveisthe
one for another objective. Additionally, multi-objective optimization techniques need be
researched to reveal the relationships among these objectives
Although multi-objective optimization algorithms are proposed to optimize reactive power
planning problems, there remains a major challenge to determine the best locations and controls
for reactive power devices to provide maximum benefit to the power system as a whole during
normal operation and contingent circumstance [28, 53]. Besides, the cost of the reactive power
sources, feasibility of their location as well as the effect of contingencies must also be considered
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Appendix A: 7-Bus Power System Data
Appendix A contains the information about the 7-Bus Power system [15)discusscd in the
thesis. Theone line diagram is shown in FigureA.I. The generations, loads and generation fuel

costcoefficienlsarepresentedinTableA.I,A.2,andA.3respectively

FigureA./ One Line Diagram ofthe 7-Bus Power System
Table A. I Generation Schedule and Generator Limits/or the 7-Bus Power System

TableA. 2 Load Demandfor the 7-BlIsPowerSystem
Real Power Load (MW)

Reactiv~~~~erLoad

1-------;;-----+--------;40

20

1---~---+--------;'17'-;:-10--t---~4-;;---0

----j

1-------=----+-------;:1837'-;:-°0--1---~~-;;---~
----j
1----=----+---7;~;:.::-~
--I-------:~;--------1
Table A.3 Generator Fuel Cost Coefficients for the 7-BlIS Power System
Bus

1
2
4
6
7

b

373.5
403.61
253.24
388.93
194.28

7.62
7.52
7.84
7.57
7.77

The total fuel cost CGi =ai+biPi+ciPl,irepresentstheithgenerator.

0.002
0.0014
0.0013
0.0013
0.0019

Appendix B: 6-Bus Power System Data
Appendix Bcontainsthe inrormationaboutthe6-BusPowersystem [23] discussed in the

thesis. The one line diagram is shown in Figure B.I.ThegenerationS,loadsandgencralionfuel
cost coefficients are presented inTableB.I, B.2and BJ respectively

Figure H,l One Line Diagram ofthe 5-Bus Power System

Table B. J: Initial Generation Schedule and Generator Limits/or the 6-Bus System

Table B.2: lnitialAcfive and Reactive Load Demandjor Ihe 6-BusSystem

Table B.3 GeneralorFllelCosl Coejficienlsjorlhe 6-BlIsPowerSysl elll

Thetotalfuelcost:CGi=ai+biPi+CiPl,irepresentstheithgen erator

Appendix C: 26-Bus Power System Data
Appendix C gives the pertinent information about the 26-Bus Powersystem [20j discussed
in the thesis. Theone line diagram is shown in FigureC.1.Thegenerations, loads and generation
fuelcostcoemcienlsarepresentedinTableC.I,C.2,andC.3respeClively.

Figure C.l One Line Diagram ofthe 26-Bu5 Power System

Table C.

j

Generation Schedule and Generator Limitsfor the 26-Bus Power System

Real Power
Generation

Real Power
Generator

50

(MW)
500
200

(MW)
100
50

225
119.23

150
200
120

50
50
50

Bus

(MW)

3
5
26

TobleC.2LoodDell1ondJorlhe26-BlisPolVerSyslell1
Real Power Load (MW)

Reactive Power Load

MVAR

Table C.3 Generator Fuel Cost Coe!ficientsjorthe 26-811s Power System

Thetotalfuelcost:CGi=aj+biPi+CiPi2,irepresentstheithgenerator.

Appendix D:S-Bus Power System Data
Appendix D contains the information about the S-Bus Power system [39] discussed in the
thesis. Theone line diagram is shown in Fig.D.I.Thegenerations• loads and generation fuel cost
coefficienlsarepresentedinTableD.I,D.2andD.3respectively.

Figure D.l One Line Diagram a/the 5-8u5 Power System

Table D. I Generation Schedule and Generator Limits/or the 5-Bus Power System

Table D.2 Load Demandfor the 5-BIiS Power System

Table D.3 Generator Fuel Cost Coefficients/or the 5-Bus Power System

Thetotalfuelcost:CGi=at+biPi+CiPl,irepresentstheithgen crator

Appendix E: IEEE 39-8us Power System Data
Appendix E gives the pertinent information about the IEEE 39-Bus Power system [59]
discU5sed in the thesis. Theone line diagram is shown in FigureE.1.Thegenerations, loads and
generation fuel cost coefficients are presented inTablesE.l,E.2and E.3 respectively.

FigllreE./OneLineDiagramojlhe/EEE39-BlIsPolVerSyslem

Table E.I Generation Schedule and Generator Limits/or the IEEE 39-Bus Power System

Bus

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Real Power

340
658.8
735.4
540
600
670
550
600
890.3
1052.2

Maximum

Minimum

Real Power

Real Power

Generation
MW
350
650
800
750
650
750
750
750
900
1200

Generator
MW
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Table E.2 LoadDemandjorlhe lEEE39-BlisPawerSyslem
Real Power Load (MW)

Reactive Power Load

MVAR

Table E.3 Generalar Fllel Casl Caefflcienlsfar Ihe IEEE 39-Blls Pawer Syslem

The total fuel cost: CGi =at+bjPi+ciPl,irepresentslheithgenerator

